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MARY TRAFFORD

welcome to cancerland

Inspired by an article by Barbara Ehrenreich

you were warned:

maybe if you’d been more careful
this wouldn’t’ve happened
though I/you/they/we
will never know which
noxious substance / faulty gene / toxic chemical
pesticide / herbicide / vaccine / drug / or if
a childhood spent in second- and third-hand smoke
(or that Export A you stole at age 10
from your sleeping uncle’s pocket, smoked with your cousin in the bathroom
even though the window was open, maybe that)

started it all

that’s what happens when
a naughty girl
gets caught:

a leg-hold trap
that never lets go

welcome to cancerland, little girl
now sit still
while I chew your leg off.

A two-time cancer survivor living in Chelsea, Quebec, Mary Trafford Draws poetic inspiration from teammates on Busting Out, a breast-cancer survivors’ dragon boat team. She received the 2002 Diana Brebner Prize for Poetry.
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